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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE,
LAKHIMPUR, AT NORTH LAKHIMPUR.

Present : S.P. Khaund,
Special Judge,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.

Date of Judgment : 25.03.2022.

Special (Children) Case No.1/2016.

(GR Case No.553/2012)

Complainant. Sri  Dambaru  Bahadur
Chetry.

Represented by - Mr.  J.  Saikia,  Public
Prosecutor.

Accused C1.
C2.

Represented by Mr. Rupak Mahanta, 
Advocate.
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APPENDIX- 13

Date of ofence. 16.04.2012.

Date of FIR. 17.04.2012.

Date of charge-sheet. 31.10.2015.

Date  of  Framing  of
charges.

07.11.2016.

Date  of  commencement
of evidence.

18.04.2017.

Date on which judgment
is reserved.

Date of Judgment. 25.03.2022.

Date  of  the  Sentencing
Order, if any.

Accused Details :
Rank

of
the

accu
sed

Name of
accused

Date of
arrest.

Date of
release on

bail.

Ofences
charged

with.

Whether
acquitted

or
convicted.

Sentenc
e

imposed

Period of
detention
undergone
during Trial

for
purpose of

Sec.428
CrPC.

C1
C2

Sri Jugal Das.
Sri Mahendra
Das.
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J U D G M E N T

1) The prosecution case in a nutshell  is that on

16.04.20212 at about 7.30 pm, Sri Bhaben Das, C2,

Sri  Dipen  Das,  Sri  Ghanaram  Das,  Sri  Sachindra

Das, Sri Bedang Das, Sri Balaram Das, Sri Luhit Das,

Sri  Pamoruwa  Das,  Sri  Gangadhar  Das,  Sri

Nathuram Das, Sri Rajib Das, Sri Punaram Das, Sri

Dimbeswar Das, Sri Dilip Das, Sri Bhadreswar Das,

Sri  Dhaniram Das,  Sri  Mohan Das,  Sri  Thageswar

Das, Sri Bulson Das, Sri Bogai Das, Sri Pranab Das,

Sri  Gangaram Das,  Sri  Robiram Das,  Sri  Nilomoni

Das  and  Smt  Dipali  Das  being  members  of  an

unlawful  assembly  armed  with  deadly  weapons

entered into Dambaru Bahadur Chetry’s compound

and  assaulted  Dambaru  Bahadur  Chetry

( hereinafter referred to as the informant ) and Bipul

Chetry.  Thereafter,  they again assaulted Dambaru

Bahadur  Chetry’s  elder  brother,  Dhan  Bahadur

Chetry ( hereinafter referred to as the deceased )

on Bor Elengi Satra road after wrongfully restraining

him. Dhan Bahadur sustained grievous injuries and

he succumbed to  his  injuries  while  he was being

taken to North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital.    

2) An F.I.R. regarding this incident was lodged by Sri

Dambaru  Bahadur  Chetry  and  a  Bangalmara  O.P.

GD  Entry  No.356  dtd.  17.04.2012  was  registered

and the FIR was forwarded to the Bihpuria P.S. and

Contd...
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a Bihpuria PS Case No.94/2012 u/s 147/ 148/ 149/

447/ 302 of the Indian Penal Code ( IPC for short )

was registered. 

3)  The  Investigating  Ofcer  (  I.O.  in  short  )

embarked upon the investigation. He forwarded the

body for Post Mortem examination. He went to the

place of occurrence and recorded statements of the

witnesses.  After  completion  of  investigation,  he

submitted  the  charge-sheet  against  the  accused,

Rupam Das, Gangadhar Das, Dipali Das, Dimbeswar

Das,  Bhaben  Das,  Nathuram  Das,  Pranab  Das,

Dhaniram Das, Mohan Das, Thageswar Das, Dipen

Das,  Sachindra  Das,  Dilip  Das,  Balaram  Das,

Bedang Das, Prafulla Das, C1 and C2 u/s 147/ 148/

149/ 447/ 302 IPC. 

4) This case against the Child in Confict with Law,

C1 and C2 was split up, separated and forwarded to

the Principal Magistrate, Juvenile Justice Board ( JJB

in short  ),  Lakhimpur,  for  trial,  as both the CICLs

were minor at the time of the incident, the JJB, after

preliminary assessment forwarded both the C1 and

C2 to the Children’s Court for trial holding that both

C1 and C2 were well aware of the consequence of

their actions. 

5) On appearance of both C1 and C2, my learned

Predecessor was pleased to frame charges u/s 147/
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148/ 447/  302/  149 IPC.  Both C1 and C2 abjured

their guilt and claimed innocence.

6)  To  substantiate  its  stance,  the  prosecution

adduced  the  evidence  of  9  (nine)  witnesses

including the Medical Ofcer (M.O for short) and the

I.O., and exhibited various documents. The defence

cross-examined some witnesses. The plea of C1 and

C2 taken u/s 313 of the Code of Criminal Procedure

( CrPC for short ) was of total denial. 

SUBMISSIONS

7)  I  have  heard  arguments  submitted  by  the

learned counsel for both the sides.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION :

8) On the  backdrop of  the  arguments  urged at

the bar, the following points are apposite for proper

adjudication of this case :

i) Whether the CICLs on 16.04.2012 at about 7.30

pm  along  with  other  accused  persons  were

members of an unlawful assembly in prosecution of

common object of such assembly to commit murder

of Dhan Bahadur Chetry?

ii) Whether the CICLs on 16.04.2012 at about 7.30

pm,  along  with  other  accused  persons  being  an

members of an unlawful assembly armed with
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deadly weapons and in prosecution of the common

object of that assembly committed the ofence of

rioting with the said weapons?  

iii) Whether the CICLs on 16.04.2012 at about 7.30

pm  along  with  other  accused  persons  being

members  of  an  unlawful  assembly  voluntarily

caused grievous hurt to the informant, Sri Dambaru

Bahadur  Chetry  and  his  son,  Sri  Bipul  Chetry  by

means of bamboo sticks? 

iv)  Whether the CICLs on 16.04.2012 at about 7.30

pm  along  with  other  accused  persons  being

members  of  an  unlawful  assembly,  committed

criminal  trespass by entering into the informant’s

house  with  intent  to  commit  murder  of  Dhan

Bahadur Chetry?

v)  Whether the CICLs on 16.04.2012 at about 7.30

pm  along  with  other  accused  persons  being

members  of  an  unlawful  assembly,  committed

murder  by  intentionally  causing  death  of  Dhan

Bahadur Chetry?

DECISION THEREON AND THE REASONS FOR

THE DECISION

9) To decide this case in its proper perspective, it is

necessary to delve into the evidence. 

Contd...
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10) Sri Dambaru Bahadur Chetry testifed as PW-1

that  the  accused  persons,  Dimbeswar,  Bogiram,

Khageswar and son of Sagar are known to him by

their names. The other accused persons are known

to him, but their names are not known to him. Bipul

Chetry is his son and Dhan Bahadur Chetry was his

elder  brother.  The  incident  occurred  about  four

years ago during ‘Bohag Bihu’  at about 7 pm. At

that time, he was in his house abutting the village

road.  he  received  an  information  that  his  elder

brother was killed. Immediately,  he rushed to the

place of occurrence near Bor Elengi and found his

brother  lying  in  the  ‘Betoni’  (cane  thicket)  in  a

serious  condition.  He  took  the  deceased  to

Bangalmara  hospital  and  the  deceased  was  then

referred  to  North  Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital.  While

they were taking the deceased to North Lakhimpur

Civil Hospital, the deceased succumbed to injuries

as  soon  as  they  reached  the  hospital  gate.  He

noticed injuries on the head, back and abdomen of

the deceased. The deceased was assaulted by 21

people. He came to know from his neighbours that

the  deceased  was  assaulted  by  21  people  (21

accused persons). At the time of the incident, the

accused persons went for ‘Husori’ (Bihu ballet). The

accused  persons  also  assaulted  his  son,  Bipul

Chetry. His son sustained cuts on his head. When he

reached the place of occurrence, the accused
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persons  already  left,  while  his  son  was  shouting

“morilu  morilu”  (I  am  dead).  He  lodged  the  FIR

(Ext.1),  which  was  written  in  his  presence  and

according  to  his  brother’s  (deceased’s)  narrative.

Ext.1(1) is his signature.

11) In his cross-examination,  he testifed that the

FIR  was  written  at  Bangalmara  OP.  He  could  not

remember whether the name of C1 was mentioned

in the FIR. He did not know what was written in the

FIR. The incident occurred at night and he could not

recall  whether  there  was  light  in  the  place  of

occurrence.  The  distance  between  his  house  and

the place of occurrence is 1 ½ kms. It takes about

10 minutes to reach the place of occurrence from

his house on motorcycle.

12)  Scrutinising  the  evidence  of  PW-1,  it  can  be

deciphered  that  by  “the  accused  persons”,  he

meant the CICL appearing in this case. Although, he

pointed out C1 and C2 as accused persons being

involved in the crime, but he testifed that when he

rushed  to  the  place  of  occurrence  the  accused

persons  had  already  left.  This  casts  a  shadow of

doubt over the veracity of his evidence. This implies

that he did not see the miscreants, who assaulted

his son and killed his brother.

Contd...
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13) Sri Bipul Chetry is the injured person, and he

testifed as PW-5 that both C1 and C2 are known to

him.  The  incident  occurred  in  the  evening  of

16.04.2012  near  Bor  Elengi  Satra  High  School  at

Amguri, near Dulal Bora’s house. He was in front of

Bor  Elengi  Satra  High  School.  At  that  time,  his

uncle, Dhan Bahadur Chetry was proceeding on his

bicycle towards his house at Amguri Kulabil. When

his  uncle  reached  in  front  of  Dulal  Bora’s  house,

then a group of people (Bihuwa party) surrounded

his uncle. At that time, it was dark and he could not

afrm whether  C1 and C2 were  present  amongst

the group of miscreants. The group surrounded his

uncle and he ran straight to inform the matter to his

brothers,  Dipak Chetry and Karna Chetry,  and his

father,  Dambaru  Bahadur  Chetry.  Then,  he  along

with his brothers, Dipak and Karna and his father,

Dambaru Bahadur Chetry ran towards the place of

occurrence and found that his uncle, Dhan Bahadur

(deceased) was lying by the side of the road and he

was  seriously  injured.  He  noticed  injuries  on  his

uncle’s  back  and  private  parts.  Thereafter,  they

took  Dhan  Bahadur  to  Bangalmara  PHC,  but  the

doctor  referred  him  to  North  Lakhimpur  Civil

Hospital.  While they were taking the deceased to

North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital in a 108 ambulance,

the deceased succumbed to his injuries. The body

was taken to North Lakhimpur Civil Hospital and
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Post  Mortem  examination  was  performed  on  the

body, and thereafter the body was brought back to

the  house  for  funeral  rites.  He  did  not  see  who

assaulted  his  uncle,  but  he  was  certain  that  the

group of people (Bihuwa party) assaulted his uncle,

which resulted in his uncle’s death. 

14) This evidence of the eye witness does not at all

implicate that C1 and C2 are complicit. He could not

afrm through his  evidence that  both C1 and C2

were  present  with  the  group  of  people  (Bihuwa

party). There is not even an iota of doubt that Dhan

Bahadur Chetry (deceased) sustained injuries as he

was relentlessly assaulted by a mob during ‘Bihu’

festival,  but  the  eye  witness  refrained  from

identifying the aggressors.

15)  The  M.O’s  evidence  clearly  depicts  that  the

deceased was bludgeoned to death. Dr. Dhrubajyoti

Borgohain  testifed  as  PW-7  that  on  17.04.2012

while serving as M & H.O. at North Lakhimpur Civil

Hospital, he performed Post Mortem examination on

the body of Dhan Bahadur Chetry at about 3.30 pm,

and found the following :

“I. EXTERNAL APPEARANCE :-

1.  Condition  of  subject  stout  emaciated,
decomposed etc.:- Built – average, Mix complexion,
rigor mortis – positive.
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2.  Wounds-position and character:  No abrasion or
bruise seen, externally slightly deformed nose.

3. Bruise-position, size and nature :

4. Mark of ligature on neck dissection etc.: 

II. CRANIUM AND SPINAL CANAL:-
1.  Scalp,  skull  and vertebrae :  Fracture  of  frontal
bone.
2. Membrane : Ruptured.
3.  Brain  and  spinal  cord  : Big  intra  cranial
haematoma  and  laceration  of  frontal  part  of  the
brain matters.

III. THORAX :-
1. Walls, ribs and cartilages : NAD.
2. Pleurae : NAD.
3. Larynx and tracheae : NAD.
4. Right Lung and Left Lung : NAD.
5. Pericardium : NAD. 
6. Heart : NAD.
7. Vessels : NAD.

IV. ABDOMEN:-

1. Walls : NAD.

2. Peritoneum : NAD.

3. Mouth, pharynx and oesophagus : NAD.

4. Stomach and its contents : NAD.

5. Small intestine and its contents : NAD.

6. Large intestine and its contents : NAD.

7. Liver : NAD.

8. Spleen : NAD.

9. Kidney : NAD.

10. Bladder : NAD.

11.  Organs  of  generation,  external  and  internal  :
NAD.
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V. MUSCLES, BONES AND JOINTS :-

1. Injury : 
2. Disease or deformity :  
3. Fracture : Fracture of nasal septum.

4. Dislocation : 

MORE  DETAILED  DESCRIPTION :  Slightly
deformed nose. Fracture of nasal septum. Fracture
of frontal skull bone. Big intra cranial haematoma.
Laceration of brain matters in the frontal brain.

OPINION : The cause of death is due to big intra

cranial  haematoma  along  with  laceration  of  the

brain matter (frontal part) which is ante mortem in

nature.”

16)  Diverting the attention towards the evidence,

Sri Tiluram Bora testifed as PW-2 that the accused

persons  (CICLs)  as  well  as  the  informant  were

known to him.  The incident occurred about 4 /  5

years ago on the 3rd day of ‘Bohag Bihu’. He heard

that  Dhan  Bahadur  passed  away,  but  he  had  no

knowledge how Dhan Bahadur passed away. At that

time, he was busy with ‘Husori Bihu’ in their village.

He was also a VDP member at that time. He came

to know that Dhan Bahadur died in front of Dulal

Bora’s house. He did not see the dead body. When

police  recorded  his  statement,  he  stated  that  he

came to know that about 20 / 25 youths restrained

Dhan Bahadur Chetry and assaulted him causing
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fatal injuries. He also stated before the police that

he could identify the youths, namely Bhaben, Luhit,

Rupam,  Gangadhar,  Dilip,  Rajib,  Dimbeswar,

Punaram,  Mahendra  etc.,  who  were  involved  in

assaulting the deceased, Dhan Bahadur Chetry and

other 20/ 25 persons, who were also present with

the above named youths during the alleged crime.

17)  Although,  PW-2 has named C2 as one of  the

miscreants  being  a  member  of  an  unlawful

assembly  of  the  ‘Husori’  party,  yet  the  evidence

does not prove that C2 is complicit. PW-2 testifed

that he did not witness the incident. He gave the

names of the members of the unlawful assembly,

who killed Dhan Bahadur, but he did not testify how

he  came  to  know  that  these  persons  were  the

members of the unlawful assembly involved in the

death of Dhan Bahadur.

18) The other discrepancy in the evidence is that

PW-1 testifed that his son (PW-5) sustained injuries

as his son was assaulted by the members of  the

unlawful  assembly,  but  PW-5’s  evidence  depicts

that he saw a group surrounding his uncle, and then

he  straight  away  went  to  meet  his  brothers  and

father  (PW-1).

19) The evidence of PW-3 does not implicate that

C1 and C2 are complicit.
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20) Sri Dulal Bora testifed as PW-3 that the accused

persons as well as the deceased are known to him.

One  night,  about  4  /5  years  ago  during  ‘Bohag

Bihu’, while he was returning from ‘Husori Bihu’, he

saw  one  person  lying  near  Bor  Elengi  Satra.

Thereafter,  he  informed  the  matter  to  the  family

members of the injured person.  Then,  the injured

person was taken in a vehicle.

21) This witness was declared as a hostile witness.

However,  the  evidence  of  this  witness  clearly

depicts  that  on  the  fateful  night,  a  person  was

found  lying  in  an  injured  condition  on  Bor  Elengi

Satra road. The evidence does not at all implicate

that C1 and C2 are complicit.

22) Sri Holiram Bora testifed as PW-4 that he had

no knowledge about the incident. He heard about

the quarrel between some persons about 4 / 5 years

ago  during  ‘Husori  Bihu’.  While  returning  from

‘Husori Bihu’, he saw Dhan Bahadur Chetry lying on

the  road  in  an  unconscious  state.  He  noticed  a

swelling on his head. He heard that quarrel broke

out  between some persons  belonging  to  Santipur

Das  gaon,  and  the  villagers  of  the  said  village

assaulted the deceased, Dhan Bahadur Chetry. He

called  the  family  members  of  the  deceased  and

sent him to the doctor at Bangalmara Rural hospital
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and  later,  the  deceased  was  taken  to  North

Lakhimpur Civil  Hospital,  and fnally the deceased

succumbed  to  his  injuries.  He  did  not  know  who

committed murder of the deceased.

23) In sync with the evidence of PW-4, Atul Saikia

testifed as PW-6 that the incident occurred about 3

years ago during the time of ‘Bohag Bihu’. On the

day of the incident, he went with ‘Husori’ party of

his village and returned at about 11 pm. When he

returned home, then his wife,  Runu told him that

about  a  kilometer  away  from  their  house,  the

deceased  had  been  assaulted  by  the  villagers  of

Santipur  Das Gaon.  On the following morning,  he

received a phone call from Dhan Bahadur’s house

stating  that  Dhan  Bahadur  had  been  killed.  He

immediately went to the house of the deceased and

found  many  people  assembled  there.  The  people

informed  him  that  the  villagers  of  Santipur  Das

gaon  committed  murder  of  the  deceased.  The

names of the aggressors were not mentioned by the

people assembled.

24) The I.O.  is  a formal witness.  Sri  Gokul  Chutia

testifed as PW-8 that on 18.04.2012, he was posted

at Bangalmara O.P.  under  Bihpuria  P.S.  as S.I.  On

that  day,  he  was  endorsed  to  complete  the

investigation of the instant case being Bihpuria PS
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Case No.94/2012. He went through the Case Diary

and found that investigation was almost complete.

He submitted charge-sheet against C1 and C2 after

collecting  the  Injury  Report.  Ext.3  is  the  charge-

sheet, wherein Ext,3(1) is his signature.

25)  In  view  of  my  foregoing  discussions,  it  is

thereby  held  that  the  prosecution  failed  to  prove

beyond reasonable doubt that both C1 and C2 were

members  of  an  unlawful  assembly,  and  in

prosecution of the common object of such unlawful

assembly, both C1 and C2, who were armed with

deadly  weapons,  committed  rioting  and  they

assaulted Bipul  Chetry and Dhan Bahadur Chetry.

The  prosecution  also  failed  to  prove  beyond

reasonable  doubt  that  C1  and  C2  committed

criminal trespass by entering into the compound of

Dhan  Bahadur  Chetry’s  house  and  committed

murder of the deceased, Dhan Bahadur Chetry, by

intentionally causing injuries, which were sufcient

to cause the death of the deceased.

26)  It  has  already  been  held  in  my  foregoing

discussions  that  the  evidence  of  PW-1  does  not

support the fact that C1 and C2 assaulted his son

(PW-5) and committed murder of his brother Dhan

Bahadur  Chetry  (deceased),  by  intentionally

causing injuries. The evidence of PW-1 and PW-2
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also does not at all implicate that C1 and C2 were

members of an unlawful assembly and they acted in

prosecution of the object of the unlawful assembly.

The evidence also does not implicate that C1 and

C2 caused the  grievous  injuries  sustained by  the

deceased.

27) Both C1 and C2 are acquitted from the charges

u/s 147, 148, 447, 326, 302, 149 IPC on beneft of

doubt, and are set at liberty forthwith.

28)  The  legal  heirs  of  the  deceased  deserves

compensation.  This  case  is  recommended  for

compensation  under  the  ‘Assam  Victim’s

Compensation Scheme’.

29) Send a copy of this Judgment to the Secretary,

District Legal Services Authority, Lakhimpur, North

Lakhimpur, for assessment of compensation to be

paid to the wife of the deceased.

Given under the hand and seal of this Court on the

25th day of March, 2022.

                                            ( S.P. Khaund ) 
                                            Special  Judge, 
                                Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.
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Certifed that the Judgment is 
typed to my dictation and 
corrected by me and each page 
bears my signature.

( S.P. Khaund )
Special Judge,
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.
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APPENDIX-14
A. Prosecution :

Rank Name NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS,
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH
WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

PW1 Sri Dambar Bahadur Chetry. Informant.

PW2 Sri Tiloram Bora. Other witness.

PW3 Sri Dulal Bora. Other witness.

PW4 Sri Holiram Bora. Other witness.

PW5 Sri Bipul Chetry. Eye witness.

PW6 Sri Atul Saikia. Other witness.

PW7 Dr. Dhrubajyoti Borgohain. M.O.

PW8 Sri Gakul Chutia. Other witness

PW9 Sri Pankaj Kumar Roy. I.O.

B. Defence witnesses, if any :

Rank Name NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)

Nil Nil Nil

C. Court witnesses, if any :

Rank Name NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)

Nil Nil Nil

LIST OF PROSECUTION / DEFENCE/ COURT EXHIBITS.

A. Prosecution :

Sr. 
No.

Exhibit 
Number.

Description.

1 Exhibit 1 Ejahar.

2 Exhibit 2 Post Mortem Report.

3 Exhibit 3 Charge-sheet.

B. Defence :

Sr. 
No.

Exhibit 
Number.

Description.

Nil Nil Nil

C. Court Exhibits :
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Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number. Description.

1. Nil.  Nil. 

D. Material Objects :

Sr.
No.

Exhibit
Number.

Description.

1. Nil.  Nil. 

                                          ( S.P. Khaund ) 
                                          Special  Judge, 
                               Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur.

Transcribed and typed by :
Sri Satyabrata Kshattry, Stenographer.


